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THESIS

Within this thesis, the notions of curvature and 
flexibility are explored in a natural resource that 
fights to be rigid and inelastic. Through modern-day 
craftsmanship, this research aspires to deploy a method 
of wood bending that frees the craftsman of physical 
limitations. Looking at existing assemblies of bentwood 
forms, the method is meant to be implemented to seek 
the same formal freedoms allowed by other methods 
and materials.

Furniture then functions as a vehicle for the 
experimentation of bending wood methods and 
its pragmatic application. Looking back at existing 
forms methods of bending wood, the thesis proposes 
different means of future exploration that have a 
grounding in the findings.
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Bent Matter



4 Historical Context
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Bent Matter

Bent Wood Chairs
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01_Lamination

02_Steam / Heat

Lamination in a Press is first and foremost, 
one of the absolute easiest ways to curve 
a piece of wood. It includes the process 
of laminating together several thin sheets 
a wood in a press. This involves no heat, 
steam, or any process that you’re not 
already familiar with. But in circumstances 
of mass manufacturing does require heavy 
duty presses.

This is where you take a piece of wood 
and put it in an environment of high 
temperature and steam and moisture, 
which permeates the wood and makes it 
flexible. It’s a process that does require a 
little bit of learning and risk of injuries.  
Also depending on the wood and its 
thickness, wood products need to be put in 
the bent form as soon as taken out of steam 
or heat box to set. However it has to been 
done slow enough as to not snap.

 
When you take a strip of wood and you cut 
several slots in it that go nearly all the way 
through but not quite, it creates a board 
that is flexible. You can then curve the board 
into many different shapes, and it doesn’t 
require heat or glue

03_Kerf Cutting

Traditional Methods of Bending Wood
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Physical Prototypes of Bending Experimentation



8 Two Discovered Methods of Bending
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Variation in Cuts
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Top 12 Tree Species in New York state
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balsam fir

white pine

hemlock

red spruce

quaking aspen

black cherry

yellow birch

sugar maple

white maple

white ash

northern ed oak

american beech

antique vehicle parts
barrels

baseball bats
boats

bowling pins
boxes

cabin logs
cabinets

canoe paddles
caskets
charcoal

christmas tree
distillation

doors
flooring

fluke board
furniture
furniture

guitar
gunstock

light framing
lumber

mandolins
matches
moldings

oars
organ

oriented strandboard
paneling

paneling crates
particleboard 

pianos
pilling

playground structures
plywood

poles
pulpwood
railroads
roofing 

sauna benches
sawtimber
sheathing 
shingles
siding 

snowshoes
steam bending

subflooring
tool handles

toys
trim

veneer
violins

woodenwares

Wood Product Applications



12 Machines Used in the Long Chain of Resource to Product
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Bent Matter

Machine Function

Works at 
landing with 

loader boom to 
remove limbs 
and cut tree 

into “bucks.”

Machine swings 
in a full-circle 
to move, sort, 
pile, and put 
logs on log 

trucks.

Chipping 
machines 

produces low-
bark-content 

chips for wood 
pulp mills.

Logs or small 
trees are lifted 
and carried on 

slopes from 
the stump to 

landing.

Cable is rigged 
from high 

tower to harvest 
area to lift and 

carry logs to 
landing.

Machine grinds 
waste wood 
into usable 

wood biomass, 
then moved by 

coveyer.

Used for 
extinguish fires 

near forest 
operations, 

and burning of 
forest fuels.

Rock crushing 
machine 
produces 
gravel and 

construction 
aggregate.

Tracked 
machine used 
to drill holes 

into rock, 
preparing for 
rock blasting.

Machine 
smoothes and 
shapes forest 
road surfaces; 
primarily for 
maintenance.

Machines 
removes the 

bark and limbs 
from logs for 

later use as 
wood biomass.

Used to spray 
grass with 
mixture to 

re-vegetat forest 
roadsides for 

erosion control.

Fells trees 
on wheels in 

controlled 
direction and 

places onto pile 
“bunches.”

Fells trees 
on tracks in 
controlled 

direction and 
places onto pile 

“bunches.”

Log un-loader 
at timber mill, 

can remove 
entire truck-

load  with 
single grab.

Delimbs and 
cuts tree into 
logs of same 
size, using an 

automated 
cutting head.

Digs-lifts-loads 
dirt and rock 

with boom and 
heavy digging 

bucket to build 
forest roads.

Digs-lifts-loads 
dirt and rock 

to build forest 
roads in smaller 

construction 
areas.

Grinds thick 
forest under 
story bush, 
limbs, and 

tree tops into 
mulch.

Steel blade used 
for heavy-duty 

forest road 
compaction 
and dozing 
operations.

Heavy roller 
used for 

compaction 
of forest sub 

grade and rock 
surfacing.

Purpose-built 
machine 

grabs logs, ans 
pulls logs to 
the roadside 

landing.

Tracked boom 
logger “swings” 
felled and cut 
down logs to 
the roadside 

landing areas.

Mobile 
machine that 

clears roadsides 
of unwanted 

brush 
overgrowth.

Builds and 
smooths 
landings, 

improves road 
drainage, and 
moves debris.

Forest road 
builder that 
is used for 

its blade that 
pushes dirt and 

level ground.

Used to move 
or load  soil, 
rock, sand, 

debris, into or 
onto another 

machine.

 Uses bucket 
scoops, digs 

and loads, small 
jobs, repairs 

forest roads and 
road drainage

Log mover at 
helicopter log 
drop or at the 
timber mill, 

used to move 
logs.

The dozer 
pushes, moves, 

and places 
excess logging 

debris into 
compact piles.

Hauls first, 
rock, and 

wood debris 
and trailers - to 
build and repair 

forest roads.

Pumps and 
hauls over 

2,000 gallons of 
water to spray 
forest roads to 
control dust.

Dozer prepares 
to dig firelines 

and fight 
uncontrolled 

forest fires near 
operations.

Used to 
extinguish 

unwanted fires 
near operations, 
and  controlled 

burns.

Hauls aviation 
fuel to refuel 
helicopter at 

the field service 
location near 
the project.

Cable is rigged 
from short 

tower to harvest 
area to lift and 

carry logs to 
landing.

Very large 
construction 
hauler with a 
rear dumping 

box for dirt and 
wood debris.

Semi-truck and 
long-log trailer 
hauls 40’-long 

logs from forest 
operations to 

mills.

Pulls a “hay 
rack” short-log 

trailer that 
hauls 30’-short 
logs from forest 

to mill.

 Truck driver 
operates loader 

heel-boom 
grapple to 

load logs onto 
trailer.

Truck pulls a 
40’ long open-
top trailer that 

hauls wood 
chips  from the 
forest to mills.

Carries small 
logs from 

the stump to 
the roadside 

landing 
operation.

Cargo rail cars 
purpose-built 

for transporting 
logs on train 

carts long 
distances.

Cargo ship 
transports logs 

and wood chips 
from local to 
international 

markets.

Cargo barges 
purpose-built 

for transporting 
logs long 

distances over 
bodies of water.

Cargos of logs, 
trees, water 
bucket, or 

heavy forest 
construction 

materials.

Lifts and 
transports 
a variety of 

forestry cargos: 
work crews, 

sprays or logs.

Aircraft flies 
logs or whole 
trees, while 
suspended 

from a longline 
cable.



14 Exploded Axon
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Sitting Variations



16 Variation in Form
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What is Next?

Exploration of Colors

Exploration of Varied Perimeter

Explorations of Methods of Fastening



18 Physical Chair Assembly
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Physical Chair Variations
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